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Numerical pore-scale modeling of three-phase fluid flow:
Comparison between simulation and experiment

G. G. Pereira*
Australian Petroleum Cooperative Research Centre, University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia

~Received 4 May 1998; revised manuscript received 25 August 1998!

It has been recently shown experimentally by O” ren and Pinczewski@SPE Form. Eval.7, 70 ~1992!; 9, 149
~1994!# that on the pore scale the presence of continuous wetting and spreading films is vitally important in
describing the mobility of the various fluid phases in three-phase fluid flow. In this paper we put in place a
numerical, pore-scale model to describe three-phase drainage dominated flow. Our model incorporates all the
mechanisms observed in glass micromodel experiments. The pressures of all phases are calculated explicitly so
that noad hocrules need be introduced to describe fluid flow. In doing this we are able to reproduce many of
the experimentally observed characteristics of three-phase flow, i.e., multiple, simultaneous displacements,
flow through thin wetting and spreading films, and double drainage events. The numerical simulations are
carried out for a variety of wetting and spreading conditions, i.e., oil-wet, water-wet, positive spreading, and
negative spreading, and in all cases we see good agreement with micromodel experiments.
@S1063-651X~99!12703-X#

PACS number~s!: 47.55.Mh, 64.60.Ak
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I. INTRODUCTION

An improved oil recovery process that is becoming
creasingly important is that of immiscible gas flooding
recover water-flood residual oil. There is now a growi
body of work devoted to understanding the basic three-ph
gas-oil-water displacement mechanisms responsible for
mobilization of water-flood residual oil. An understanding
these processes is necessary for the prediction of the p
permeabilities in regions of the reservoir where oil, wat
and gas flow simultaneously.

A description oftwo-phasefluid flow in porous media is
well understood, with the macroscopic properties of flu
flow described in terms of Darcy’s law and experimenta
determined saturation dependent relationships for phase
tive permeabilities and capillary pressures. On the ot
hand, an analogous description ofthree-phasefluid flow is
not well understood. The primary problem is that the cor
sponding experiments for three-phase flow are not only
ficult to carry out but also particularly hard to interpret, e.
see Honarpour, Koederitz, and Harvey@1#, and references
therein.

In practice macroscopic three-phase fluid flow relatio
ships are determined using estimates from two-phase
data. The most commonly used models are those du
Stone@2,3# and variations of this basic model~e.g., see Fay-
ers and Matthews@4#, Parker and Lenhard@5#, and Aleman
and Slattery@6#!. Comparisons of results between these s
plistic models and experimental measurements are contra
tory @4,7–9#. This is not surprising since, in principle, th
extra third phase, which in the rest of this paper will
called the intermediate phase, has properties unlike the o
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two phases~i.e., the wetting and nonwetting phases!.
Recent work concerned with pore-scale mechanisms

Kantzas, Chatzis, and Dullien@10#, O” ren and co-workers
@11–14#, Kalaydjian et al. @15#, and Blunt, Fenwick, and
Zhou @16# has clearly demonstrated the importance of flo
through intermediate phase spreading films in determin
phase mobilities and fluid trapping in three-phase flo
Spreading is a three-phase phenomenon which is not
counted for in these predictive models. These spreading fi
allow the intermediate phase to be mobile even at extrem
low saturations, in direct contrast to the commonly used p
dictive models@2–4#.

In principle, it is not necessary to actually measure tw
phase or three-phase relative permeability and capillary p
sure data since it is possible to determine these by appro
ately averaging the equations describing the phys
processes occurring on the microscopic or pore scale. T
approach requires a detailed understanding of displacem
mechanisms on the pore scale and a complete descriptio
the morphology of the pore space. The procedure has b
applied, with success, to two-phase flow using pore-sc
physics identified in micromodel experiments@17# with the
morphology of the pore space represented by a topologic
equivalent numerical network. The studies by Blunt a
King @18#, Blunt, King, and Scher@19#, and Jerauld and
Salter @20# are good examples of the success of this
proach. Although the difficulty in adequately describing t
complex morphology of the pore space for actual poro
media has limited this approach to idealized porous me
network models have proved to be powerful tools for dev
oping important insights into complex two-phase flow ph
nomena~hysteresis, trapping, film flow—see references
ready cited! and for extrapolating limited measured dat
Moreover, for three-phase flow, network models offer t
possibility of overcoming the serious experimental difficu
ties encountered in measuring three-phase relative pe
abilities and of providing data under strictly controlled co
ditions which will be necessary for the development
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4230 PRE 59G. G. PEREIRA
improved methods for predicting relative permeabilities
three-phase flow, see Heiba, Davis, and Scriven@21#.

The application of network modeling techniques to thre
phase flow is considerably less developed than for two-ph
flow and no models currently exist which can realistica
predict the effects of both viscous and capillary forces
three-phase displacements. Heiba, Davis, and Scriven@21#
used percolation concepts to model three-phase flow in
rous media. Fenwick and Blunt@22# extended the model to
three dimensions. Soll and Celia@23# and O” ren and Pincze-
wski @14# modified the percolation algorithms to approx
mate the effects of film flow. None of the previous mode
provide a rigorous treatment of flow through both wetti
and spreading films. The algorithms therefore requiread hoc
estimates of the viscous pressure drops associated with
flow and the introduction of trapping rules in order to mat
measured fluid recoveries.

The purpose of the present paper is to present a t
dimensional network model for drainage dominated thr
phase flow, in both water-wet and oil-wet porous med
where both capillary and viscous effects are important. T
model is based on the pore-scale displacement mechan
described by O” ren and co-workers@11–14#. By solving the
pressure equations in the three fluid phases no extran
rules need to be added to account for viscous pressure d
Computed fluid recoveries are compared with the tw
dimensional glass micromodel displacement experiments
ported by O” ren, Billiote, and Pinczewski@11#. The compari-
son shows that the model provides a correct macrosc
description of the displacement process. Differences in
coveries for the various cases studied are fully accounted
by the present network model. This confirms the validity
the pore-scale displacement mechanisms on which the m
is based and provides a basis for extending three-phase
work models to three dimensions.

II. PORE-SCALE FLUID DISTRIBUTION

A pore-scale description of three-phase fluid flow h
been provided in detail by O” ren and co-workers@11–13#.
Here we briefly introduce those concepts that are neces
for defining our network model.

When a porous medium is occupied by three immisci
fluids, the ease with which a fluid can flow in response t
pressure gradient is determined by the distribution and c
nectivity of the fluids in the pore space. O/ ren and Pinczewsk
@14# showed that when one of the fluids completely wets
solid, the equilibrium distribution of the fluids depends
wettability, capillary pressure, and thespreading behaviorof
the fluids. Following the description of O” ren and Pinczewsk
@14#, we designate the fluids as fluid 1, fluid 2, and fluid
with fluid 3 being the wetting fluid.

The three-phase gas-oil-water displacements carried
by O” ren and co-workers@11–13# were carried out in glass
micromodels under strongly water-wet and strongly oil-w
conditions with fluids displaying positive and negati
spreading behavior. The spreading behavior refers to
spreading on water in the presence of air and is determ
by the equation which defines the initial oil-water spread
coefficientSow ,

Sow5sgw2sgo2sow , ~1!
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wheres is the interfacial tension and the subscriptsg, w, and
o denote gas, water, and oil, respectively. IfSow.0, oil
spreads on the water surface while ifSow,0 it does not. The
measured interfacial tensions for the experimental fluid s
tems are given in Table I. For these interfacial tensions
fluid distribution in the pore space may be categorized i
four separate cases as shown in Fig. 1. Figures 1~a! and 1~b!
show the distribution for the water-wet case while Figs. 1~c!
and 1~d! show the distribution for the oil-wet case.

Capillary pressures dictate that the wetting fluid is pref
entially located in the smaller pore throats and it forms co
tinuous wetting films which hydraulically connect the we
ting fluid throughout the entire medium.

For the case of three fluids in a porous medium, there
two nonwetting fluids~fluid 1 and fluid 2!. In Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!, gas and oil are the nonwetting fluids while in Figs. 1~c!
and 1~d! gas and water are the nonwetting fluids.

In regions of the pore space occupied by all three flui
the two nonwetting fluids may compete to occupy the sa
pore body. The fluid which preferentially occupies the po

TABLE I. Measured interfacial tensions for experimental sy
tems according to O” ren, Billiote, and Pinczewski@11#.

sgw sog sow

Positive spreading system 73.3 23.0 32.6
Negative spreading system 33.1 20.9 20.3

FIG. 1. Three-phase fluid distribution in glass micromodel e
periments of O” ren and co-workers.~a! Strongly water-wet condi-
tions with a positive spreading coefficient~gas 1, oil 2, water 3!, ~b!
strongly water-wet conditions with a negative spreading coeffici
~gas 1, oil 2, water 3!, ~c! strongly oil-wet conditions with a nega
tive spreading coefficient~gas 1, water 2, oil 3!, and ~d! strongly
oil-wet conditions with a positive spreading coefficient~water 1,
gas 2, oil 3!. Note in ~d! the interchange in roles of water and ga
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body is the one having the greater capillary pressure with
wetting fluid, i.e., the more strongly nonwetting fluid. F
strongly wetting conditions, this will be fluid 1 when

s13.s23, ~2!

wheres13 ands23 are the fluid-1–fluid-3 and fluid-2–fluid-3
interfacial tensions, respectively. When condition~2! is sat-
isfied, we refer to fluid 1 as thenonwetting fluidand fluid 2
as theintermediate fluid. Table I shows that for the water
wet systems being considered, gas is the nonwetting fl
~fluid 1 is gas! and oil is the intermediate fluid~fluid 2 is oil!,
sincesgw.sow for both systems. For the oil-wet, negativ
spreading system, gas is the nonwetting fluid~fluid 1 is gas!
and water is the intermediate fluid~fluid 2 is water!. How-
ever, for the oil-wet, positive spreading system water is
nonwetting fluid~fluid 1 is water! and gas is the intermediat
fluid ~fluid 2 is gas!, sinceswo.sgo .

The manner in which the intermediate fluid is distribut
depends on the fluid-2–fluid-3 spreading coefficientS23,
which is defined as

S235s132s232s12. ~3!

S23 is the initial spreading coefficient measured on pure
ids before they are brought into contact with each other
final spreading coefficient,S23

e , is measured when the fluid
are in thermodynamic equilibrium. AlthoughS23 may be
positive or negative,S23

e is either zero or negative@24,25#.
Once thermodynamic equilibrium has been established,
fluids may adopt one of three basic configurations depend
on the value ofS23

e .
~i! If S23

e 50, the intermediate fluid spontaneously sprea
between the nonwetting and wetting fluids to form a th
continuous spreading film which everywhere separates
two fluids, i.e., the intermediate fluid completely wets t
nonwetting fluid. The thin molecular film of intermedia
fluid which initially spreads between the wetting and no
wetting fluids first swells and is then stabilized by capilla
forces in the corners of the pore space@16#. This is the case
for the water-wet positive spreading system as shown in
1~a!.

~ii ! If 22s12,S23
e ,0, the intermediate fluid does no

spread and the nonwetting and wetting fluids are separ
by a three-phase contact line, i.e., the intermediate fluid o
partially wets the nonwetting fluid. If we assume the inte
faces to be approximately planar, the contact angle at
nonwetting–intermediate fluid interface,u12, may be esti-
mated from the Young equation

cosu12511
S23

e

s12
. ~4!

This is the case for the water-wet negative spreading sys
Fig. 1~b!, as well as the oil-wet negative spreading syste
Fig. 1~c!.

Recently, it has been shown, both experimentally@26# and
theoretically@16,22,26#, that stable intermediate fluid film
can be formed in the corners of angular pores over a lim
range of capillary pressures under negative spreading co
tions. For strongly wetting conditions, the criterion whic
e
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must be satisfied for this to occur may be approximated fr
a capillary pressure analysis and is given by@22#

r 23

r 12
,11

S23
e

s12
2tanbF2

S23
e

s12
S 21

S23
e

s12
D G1/2

, ~5!

whereb is the corner half angle andr 23 andr 12 are the mean
radii of curvature for the fluid-2–fluid-3 and fluid-1–fluid-
interfaces, respectively. Condition~5! shows that the range
of capillary pressures where stable intermediate fluid fil
exist decreases as the spreading coefficient becomes
negative. Condition~5! is never satisfied for the experiment
conditions and fluid systems shown in Fig. 1.

~iii ! When S23
e ,22s12, a stable contact angle cann

exist and fluid 3 spontaneously spreads between the non
ting and intermediate fluids to form a thin film which ever
where separates the two fluids. The thin spreading film is
hydraulic communication with the thicker wetting film cov
ering the solid surface. This is the case for the oil-wet po
tive spreading system, Fig. 1~d!. The physical situation is
similar to that which exists for the case when the three flu
meet in a contact line and the connectivity of the fluids
also similar for the two cases@compare with Figs. 1~b! and
1~c!#.

For the water-wet systems being considered, the most
portant difference between the fluid distributions shown
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! is the connectivity of the intermediat
fluid. For the positive spreading system, intermediate fl
~oil! spreading films hydraulically connect the intermedia
fluid in a manner exactly analogous to that of wetting film
connecting the wetting fluid. The spreading films allow t
intermediate fluid to retain mobility down to very low inte
mediate phase saturations. For negative spreading syst
there are no spreading films and the intermediate fluid
mains largely disconnected.

The most important difference between the fluid distrib
tions for the two oil-wet systems being considered is
interchange of the nonwetting and intermediate fluids. F
the negative spreading system, the injected fluid~gas! is the
nonwetting fluid while for the positive spreading system t
injected fluid is the intermediate fluid. This has importa
implications for the pore-scale displacement mechanisms
will be discussed below.

III. DISPLACEMENT MECHANISMS

The three-phase displacements of interest in the pre
study all involve the injection of a nonwetting fluid~fluid 1
or fluid 2! into a porous medium which initially contain
only wetting fluid and one other nonwetting fluid. Althoug
regions of the pore space may be occupied by one, two, o
three fluids simultaneously, individual displacements all
volve an invasion of a pore throat or pore body by atwo-
phaseinterface as in two-phase flow. Displacements in thr
phase flow may therefore be completely described b
simple generalization of well understood two-phase displa
ments.

Two-phase displacements are either drainage or imb
tion processes. Drainage, or the invasion of a nonwet
fluid, occurs when invading nonwetting fluid displaces d
fending wetting fluid from a pore throat. For a pore throat
inscribed radiusr t , this requires a threshold capillary pre
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TABLE II. Two-phase displacements in three-phase flow.

Drainage processes Threshold capillary pressure (Pinv2Pdef)
Invading Defending S23

e 50 22s12,S23
e ,0 S23

e ,22s12

Fluid 1 fluid 2 2s12

r t

2s12 cosu12

r t

2~s132s23!

r t

Fluid 1 fluid 3 2~s121s23!

r t

2s13

r t

2s13

r t

Fluid 2 fluid 3 2s23

r t

2s23

r t

2s23

r t

Imbibition processes Piston Snap-off Piston Snap-off Piston Snap

Fluid 2 fluid 1 22s12

r imb

2s12

r t

22s12 cosu12

r imb

– 2s23

r p
2

2s13

r imb

–

Fluid 3 fluid 1 22~s121s23!

r imb

2~s121s23!

r t

22s13

r imb

2s13

r t

22s13

r imb

2s13

r t

Fluid 3 fluid 2 22s23

r imb

2s23

r t

22s23

r imb

2s23

r t

22s23

r imb

2s23

r t
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sure (Pinv2Pdef) of approximately 2s cosu/rt , whereu is
the contact angle formed at the invading/defending fluid
terface.

Imbibition, or the invasion of a wetting fluid, allows tw
distinct types of displacements. The first ispistonlike dis-
placement where invading wetting fluid displaces defend
nonwetting fluid from pore throats and bodies. In po
throats the threshold capillary pressure is the same as
drainage. However, in pore bodies the process is limited
the largest radius of curvaturer imb of the wetting-nonwetting
fluid interface in the pore body. This threshold curvatu
depends on the inscribed pore body radiusr p and the con-
figuration of the nonwetting fluid in the adjacent throats@17#.
The second imbibition process issnap-offwhere a film of
wetting fluid in a pore throat swells until the wetting
nonwetting fluid interface becomes unstable and wett
fluid invades the throat. Snap-off can only occur when c
tinuous films of the invading wetting fluid exist.

Three-phase flow allows all possible combinations
two-phase displacements. In all, there are six such two-ph
displacements for all possible combinations of invadin
defending fluid pairs and these are summarized in Table
The threshold capillary pressures for these displacements
pend on the fluid pair involved and on the fluid configurati
in pore bodies and throats. Table II summarizes the thres
capillary pressures for each of the three basic configurat
discussed earlier.

Table II shows that if the invading fluid is the nonwettin
fluid, only drainage displacements can occur. If, on the ot
hand, the wetting fluid is the invading fluid, the displacem
is always an imbibition process. The intermediate fluid
nonwetting with respect to the wetting fluid but wetting wi
respect to the nonwetting fluid. Displacements involving
termediate fluid as the invading fluid may thus be eith
drainage or imbibition processes. When the injected fluid
nonwetting fluid~i.e., fluid 1 or fluid 2! experimental obser
vations@11–13# suggest that displacements involving fluid
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as the invading fluid are not favored and hardly ever occ
For the sake of brevity, these processes are therefore
considered.

For a displacement to proceed, it must be possible
invading fluid to flow to the invasion site and defending flu
to flow from the invasion site. Invading and defending flui
may flow to and from invasion sites by bulk and/or film flow
Injected nonwetting fluid flows from the inlet to the invasio
site through a system of interconnected pores and thr
filled with nonwetting fluid~bulk flow!. The wetting fluid is
hydraulically connected throughout and flows away from
invasion site through a system consisting of regions of in
connected pores and throats filled with wetting fluid~bulk
flow! connected by wetting films~film flow!. The manner in
which the intermediate fluid flows depends on the spread
behavior. IfS23

e 50, the intermediate fluid flows in a manne
exactly analogous to that of the wetting fluid with spreadi
films interconnecting regions of bulk intermediate fluid.
S23

e ,0, there are no intermediate fluid spreading films a
the intermediate fluid flows in a manner similar to that of t
nonwetting fluid, i.e., by bulk flow.

Invading fluid displaces defending fluid from invade
pore throats until it reaches the diverging pore space at
entrance to the adjoining pore body. The invading fluid m
then remain stationary at the entrance to the pore, disp
fluid from the pore, or coalesce with fluid in the pore bod
What actually happens depends on the nature of the inva
fluid, the fluids occupying the pore body, and the spread
behavior.

When the invading fluid and the fluid in the adjoinin
pore body are the same, the displacement results in coa
cence and reconnection of invading fluid. When the two fl
ids are different, the invading fluid spontaneously displa
the fluid in the pore body if the invading fluid is the mo
strongly nonwetting. Nonwetting fluid therefore spontan
ously displaces both wetting and intermediate fluids wh
intermediate fluid only displaces wetting fluid. When th
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bulk fluid in the pore body is more strongly nonwetting th
the invading fluid, the fluid in the pore body blocks the i
vading fluid. The invading fluid can only enter the pore bo
if the pressure in the invading fluid is increased sufficien
to overcome the threshold capillary pressure for the p
body. Of all the possible or available interfaces which co
be advanced at any instant in time, the interface or interfa
which are actually advanced are those for which the capil
pressure exceeds the threshold pressure.

Because the wetting fluid is hydraulically connect
throughout, drainage events involving the displacemen
wetting fluid always result in flow of wetting fluid to th
outlet. However, when a drainage event involves the d
placement of intermediate fluid, the intermediate fluid m
not be continuous to the outlet. Continuity then requires t
the first displacement~nonwetting-intermediate! is associated
with a second displacement in which displaced intermed
fluid displaces wetting fluid to the outlet. O” ren, Billiote, and
Pinczewski@11# refer to this as adouble-drainagedisplace-
ment, with the displacement sequence fluid 1→fluid 2
→fluid 3. The other displacement process which is obser
in the micromodel experiments is in the caseS23

e ,22s12.
In this case a thin film of fluid 3~wetting fluid! separates the
other two fluids ~nonwetting fluids!. Thus the drainage
mechanism in this case is a forced drainage-imbibition p
cess with the displacement sequence fluid 2→fluid 1
→fluid 3. In both of the above processes the overall capill
pressure that must be overcome for the combination
events to occur is given by the sum of the capillary press
of the individual two-phase displacements as given in Ta
II. Note in the experimental micromodels no displaceme
are seen where the fluid invading a pore is the wetting flu
This is because the injected phase is never a~strongly imbib-
ing! wetting fluid. Thus this case is never considered in o
numerical model.

Double displacements involving flow through spreadi
films may be expected to be rate sensitive and strongly
pendent on fluid topology~saturation history!. For high dis-
placement rates, the pressure drops associated with film
are large and may therefore have a significant influence
the capillary pressures at displacement sites. This is par
larly true for double-drainage displacements where thresh
capillary pressures for second drainage events may onl
exceeded at sites in close proximity to the sites of the fi
drainage events, i.e., at sites associated with the inva
cluster where the intermediate fluid may flow by bulk flo
The nature of the displacement for systems with spread
films may then be expected to be similar to that for syste
where there are no spreading films. For low displacem
rates, film pressure drops may be sufficiently small for
displacement to be dominated by capillary pressure.
sites of the first and second drainage events are then d
mined primarily by the pore throat size distribution as
classical invasion percolation. Intermediate displacem
rates will display behavior intermediate between these
limits.

For the experimental systems being considered, our c
putational observations suggest that the majority of in
vidual displacements are drainage events. The one exce
to this occurs in the oil-wet positive spreading system wh
the injected fluid is the intermediate fluid. In this case, f
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quent intermediate-nonwetting fluid piston-type displac
ments occur. The major difference between this displa
ment and the two-phase drainage mechanism which oc
in all systems is the different threshold pressure condit
which must be satisfied~see Table II!.

IV. NUMERICAL MODEL

The porous medium is represented by a simple tw
dimensional network of sites and bonds. The sites or no
correspond to pore bodies and represent the entire void
ume of the porous medium~porosity!. The bonds or links
correspond to the pore throats and represent the medium
sistance to flow~permeability!. The bonds are considered t
have negligible volume. Similar descriptions have been u
to model the porous medium in previous two-phase fl
studies by Lenormand, Touboul, and Zarcone@27#, Blunt and
King @18#, Blunt, King, and Scher@19#, and Jerauld and
Salter@20#.

In order to allow multiple fluids to occupy the pore spa
simultaneously, bonds are modeled as long narrow chan
of lenticular cross section. The channels are of cons
length l, uniform depthd, and widthxt . The width xt for
each link is chosen randomly from a specified distributi
function. The nodes are also assumed to be lenticular in c
section with constant depthd and widthxb (xb.xt) which
may also be randomly distributed.

The above description of the porous medium allows
the important experimentally observed features of thr
phase flow to be modeled. These include the random di
bution of link threshold pressures, the existence of wett
and spreading films, and the dependence of film thicknes
the prevailing capillary pressure.

Flow in the network is modeled on the basis of the po
scale physics described above. This physics is impleme
by making the usual assumptions that have been used
modeling two-phase flow, but generalizing them in an ob
ous manner for our purposes. First we assume the fluids
Newtonian, incompressible, immiscible, and the flow is e
erywhere laminar~Poiseuille flow!. All the fluid volumes are
allocated to the nodes and all the pressure drops are alloc
to the links connecting the nodes. In contrast to two-ph
flow, where only two fluids may be present in links an
nodes, we allow links and nodes to be occupied by all th
fluids simultaneously. However, only one of the fluids, t
bulk fluid, can be displaced. The other fluids are presen
wetting and/or spreading films. Volume changes of films
nodes are considered to be negligibly small.

The nodes are divided into two groups—full nodesand
interface nodes. Full nodes are nodes which are not bei
invaded and are occupied by a single bulk fluid with t
other fluids present as wetting and/or spreading films. On
other hand, interface nodes are nodes which are being
vaded and may be occupied by two or three bulk fluids
multaneously. The contents of an interface node change
time. The fluid pressures are only calculated in nodes and
nodes are considered to be sufficiently large for the capill
pressure across the invading interface~s! in the node to be
zero. That is, the invading and defending fluid pressures
node are the same.

To determine the fluid phase pressures we must define
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continuity of each phase in the network. If a fluid is prese
as bulk or film in two or more links connected to a node th
it is considered continuous across the node if the follow
are true.

~1! It is the wetting fluid.
~2! It is the intermediate fluid andS23

e 50.
~3! The node is occupied by the same fluid.

Although the volumes of fluids in links are assumed to
negligible, the distribution of these fluids in links is impo
tant in determining the resistances to flow through the n
work. Links may be occupied by one, two, or all three flui
simultaneously. However, capillary pressure dictates that
bulk of a link is only occupied by a single fluid. We refer
the link as being occupied by this fluid. The other fluids m
be present as wetting and/or spreading films.

A schematic representation of the three possible fluid
tributions over the cross section of a link is shown Fig. 2.
Fig. 2~a! the link is occupied only by wetting fluid. In Fig
2~b! the link is occupied by one of the nonwetting fluid
~fluid 1 or fluid 2! with wetting fluid present as a wettin
film. Figure 2~c! shows a link occupied by the nonwettin
fluid with wetting and intermediate fluids present as wett
and spreading films, respectively. The latter configuration

FIG. 2. Schematic of fluid distributions in an eye-shaped l
occupied by~a! one, ~b! two, ~c! three fluids. In~d! we show the
construction of the intermediate spreading and wetting films in
link. The lenticular throat has constant lengthl in the direction
perpendicular to the page.
t
n
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only possible whenS23
e 50 ~i.e., in the water-wet, positive

spreading system!.
Figure 2 illustrates the important role played by the flu

distribution in links in controlling the flow of fluids in three
phase flow. Although as many as all three fluids may
flowing simultaneously through a link, capillary pressure d
termines that only one of the fluids is transported by b
flow. The other fluids must flow through films.

The simultaneous flow of one, two, or three fluids throu
a link is complicated by the geometry of the cross-sectio
area open to flow and the fact that the flows of individu
fluids are coupled by momentum transfer across the flu
fluid interfaces. A further complication is that the flows ma
not be unidirectional. Although the coupled flow problem
not difficult to model, the solution can only be obtained
numerical means at considerable computational expens
the present treatment we make the simplification that
resistance to the flow of fluidi in a link may be characterized
by the concept of a mean hydraulic radiusRi , given by

Ri5
2Ai

Pi
, ~6!

whereAi is the cross-sectional area for flow andPi is the
wetted perimeter for fluidi in the link.

Thus to calculate the hydraulic radius we need bothAi
andPi . To obtain these consider Fig. 2~d!, which is drawn
for the most complicated case, where three fluids are sim
taneously present in a link. The cross-sectional area ope
flow for each of the fluids present can be determined fr
elementary geometry to be

A352c23R
222R~R2r 23!sinc2322a23r 23

2 ~7!

for the wetting film,

A252~c122c23!R
222R~R2r 12!sinc1222a12r 12

2

12R~R2r 23!sinc2312a23r 23
2 ~8!

for the intermediate spreading film, and

A152fR22S R2
d

2D xt22c12R
212R~R2r 12!sinc12

12a12r 12
2 ~9!

for the bulk nonwetting fluid. In the above equations,

R5~xt
21d2!/4d,

sinf5xt/2R,

sina125~R2d/2!/~R2r 12!,

sina235~R2d/2!/~R2r 23!,

c125f1a122p/2,

c235f1a232p/2.

e
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The wetted perimeter~fluid-fluid and solid-fluid interfaces!
for each fluid is also readily determined from elementa
geometry. For the wetting film we obtain

P354c23R. ~10!

In the case of a positive spreading system with the link
cupied by all three fluids, the wetted perimeter for the int
mediate fluid spreading film is

P254~c122c23!R. ~11!

The above equation is based on the assumption of neglig
viscous losses at the fluid-fluid interfaces. Finally, for t
bulk nonwetting fluid we obtain

P154S p

2
2a12DR14a12r 12, ~12!

where all the boundaries~fluid-fluid and fluid-solid! are con-
sidered to contribute to the viscous losses. Similar equat
may be written for the other systems where the link may
occupied by two fluids. For a link occupied only by wettin
fluid, the wetted perimeter is simply,

P354fR. ~13!

In the above equations we require the radius of curvatur
the wetting film interface,r 23, and that of the spreading film
interface,r 12. These are given by the Young-Laplace equ
tion,

r 125
s12

P12P2
, ~14!

r 235
s23

P22P3
, ~15!

whereP1 , P2 , andP3 are the pressures of fluids 1, 2, and
in the link. Since fluid pressures are only defined at nod
these are interpolated from the neighboring node pressu

When the injected fluid is a nonwetting fluid~fluid 1 or
fluid 2!, experimental observations suggest that fluid 3
always a defending fluid. Invasion of links and nodes
fluid 3 is therefore not considered. The conditions wh
must be satisfied for a linkIJ, containing defending fluidj, to
be invaded by fluidi follow.

~1! The pressure difference between invading fluidi in node
I and defending fluidj in nodeJ must exceed the link
threshold capillary pressure,

Pi,I2Pj,J.Pc,ij ,IJ , ~16!

wherePc,i j ,IJ is the threshold capillary pressure for th
invading interface in linkIJ which is given for the vari-
ous configurations in Table II.

~2! The defending fluid in the link must be able to leave t
link by either bulk or film flow. If defending fluid canno
leave the link, the fluid is trapped. Trapping only occu
in systems whereS23

e ,0. Defending fluid 1 or fluid 2
y

-
-

le
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e

of

-

s,
s.

s
y

may then be trapped in a link connecting two nodes
cupied by the injected fluid.

When the above two conditions are satisfied, the link
said to beopento the invading fluid and the invading fluid
immediately enters the link. Otherwise, the link isclosedand
the interface remains stationary at the entrance to the
~see Fig. 3!.

The specific consequences of a link opening depend
the nature of the invading fluid, the fluid occupying the a
jacent node, and the spreading behavior. When the inva
fluid and the fluid occupying the node are the same, coa
cence occurs and the displacement is considered to be c
plete. If the two fluids are different, the invading fluid ca
only enter the node if the pressure difference between
invading fluid i in link IJ and the defending fluidj in nodeJ
exceeds the node threshold capillary pressure,

Pi ,I2Pj ,J.Pc,i j ,J . ~17!

When the above condition is satisfied, the invading fluid i
mediately enters the node, which then becomes aninterface

FIG. 3. Possible configurations of the interface between the
vading and displaced fluids.~a! The capillary threshold pressure ha
not been exceeded and the link is closed, i.e.,P( i , inv)
2P( j ,disp),P(entry,i j ). ~b! The capillary pressure is exceede
and the link is opened, i.e.,P( i , inv)2P( j ,disp).P(entry,i j ). ~c!
The adjacent node becomes aninterfacenode.
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node. We note that for drainage events, the threshold p
sure for a node is always less than that for a connecting l
Invading nonwetting fluid thus spontaneously invades b
wetting and intermediate fluid occupied nodes while interm
diate fluid only spontaneously invades nodes occupied by
wetting fluid. For piston-type imbibition events, the no
threshold pressure is always larger than that for a connec
link. Consequently, invading intermediate fluid only invad
nonwetting fluid occupied nodes if the pressure in the in
mediate fluid is increased sufficiently to overcome the no
threshold pressure. The node threshold pressures for the
ferent fluid configurations are given in Table II.

To calculate the individual nodal pressures the displa
ments are treated using the usual quasi-static approxima
That is, the fluids flow through the network at a constant r
in response to computed pressure distributions in each o
three fluids over a time stepDt. The time-step size is se
lected so that only one interface node is completely displa
at the end of each time step. Since a number of interf
nodes may be undergoing invasion simultaneously, we id
tify all the interface nodes$I% which are filling and determine
the time required for each node to be completely displa
using flow rates from the computed pressure distributi
The minimum displacement time corresponds toDt, i.e.,

Dt5@DVI
D/QI #min , ~18!

whereDVI
D is the volume of defending fluid in nodeI at the

beginning of the time step andQI is the total displacemen
rate.

The flow through linkIJ is related to the pressures in th
neighboring nodes~Pi ,I andPi ,J! by

Qi ,IJ5gi ,IJ~Pi ,I2Pi ,J!, ~19!

wheregi ,IJ is the conductivity of fluidi in a link IJ, which is
given by

gi ,IJ5
pRi ,IJ

4

8m i l
. ~20!

Since the fluids are incompressible, continuity requires t
at each node

(
J

Qi ,IJ50, ~21!

whereJ runs over all links connected to nodeI. Equations
~19!–~21!, together with the appropriate initial and bounda
conditions, form a complete solution to the flow of fluids
the network. The nodal pressures for each fluid are de
mined bysuccessive over relaxation~SOR! using a routine
written by Colgan@28#,

Pi ,I5v
(Jgi ,IJPi ,J

(Jgi ,IJ
1~12v!Pi ,I , ~22!

where, again, the sum overJ refers to all the links connecte
to nodeI andv is the over-relaxation parameter.

We now define our initial and boundary conditions. F
the displacements of interest in the present study, the
work initially contains only wetting fluid and one of the non
s-
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wetting fluids. The initial fluid distribution arises as a resu
of a two-phase imbibition displacement, for the water-w
systems, and a two-phase drainage displacement for the
wet systems, which precede the gas flood. Fluid is injecte
a constant rateQ1,inj5(JQ1,0J , where the subscript 0 iden
tifies the injected fluid reservoir which is attached by lin
0J to nodesJ along the inlet to the network. The wettin
fluid pressure at the outlet nodes,P3,NJ , is arbitrarily set to
zero. The edges of the network are impermeable bounda
and flows in links connected to these boundaries are se
zero.

The displacement is driven by increasing capillary pr
sure. Capillary pressure increases as a consequence o
injection of nonwetting or intermediate fluid. In the comp
tations, the injected fluid pressure is increased at the be
ning of each new time step by a small increment so tha
least one new node is invaded over the time step. In orde
solve for the individual fluid pressures using Eq.~22!, we
must first identify the boundaries or the extent of each of
three fluids in the network.

Wetting fluid. Since the wetting fluid is continuou
throughout the network, Eq.~22! is applied at all nodes othe
than those at the outlet where the pressure is arbitrarily se
zero.

Injected fluid. The injected fluid is either intermediat
fluid ~oil-wet, positive system! or nonwetting fluid ~other
systems!. Like the wetting fluid, the injected fluid is als
continuous. However, it only occupies part of the network
any instant in time. At the start of the displacement, t
injected fluid is present only at the inlet nodes. As the d
placement progresses, it progressively occupies an increa
number of nodes in the network. Again, Eq.~22! is used to
update the nonwetting fluid pressures in these nodes.

Second nonwetting fluid.The second nonwetting fluid is
either the nonwetting fluid~oil-wet, positive system! or the
intermediate fluid~other systems!. Unlike the other two flu-
ids, the second nonwetting fluid may initially exist as a nu
ber of disconnected or isolated clusters. These clusters
immobile because the capillary number~ratio of viscous to
capillary forces! for the displacement is low. Pressures f
this fluid are only calculated for clusters being invaded. F
systems withS23

e ,0, these are clusters of fluid which sha
an interface with the injected fluid. For systems withS23

e

50, where the injected nonwetting fluid is contained entire
within the intermediate fluid, it is only necessary to identi
a single cluster which consists of all the interconnec
nodes and links occupied by intermediate and nonwet
fluids. During the course of the displacement, isolated cl
ters of intermediate fluid may become reconnected by c
lescence. It is therefore necessary to update the extent o
clusters at the commencement of each pressure solution

Three-phase algorithm

Finally we briefly detail the sequence of our three-pha
algorithm, based on the preceding discussion. The solu
for the three fluid pressures is iterative because the individ
fluid pressures are coupled through the pressures in inter
nodes where the bulk fluid pressures are equal, and bec
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it is necessary to specifya priori which links are open and
which are closed to invading fluids. The procedure for ea
time stepDt is as follows.

~i! The pressure for each fluid in every node contain
the fluid is calculated using Eq.~22!.

~ii ! The computed pressures are used to calculate c
lary pressures for each closed link, using Eq.~16! or
Eq. ~17!. Links for which the capillary pressure ex
ceeds the threshold pressure are opened and the
sure solution is recalculated to check that these li
remain open.

~iii ! The pressures are then used to calculate link fl
rates for all links attached to interface nodes using
~19!. Links which have a negative flow rate are d
leted from the set of open links and the pressure
lution is recalculated. This procedure is iterated un
the capillary pressures are consistent with the fl
rates in the network.

~iv! The link flow rates are used to determine the time-s
sizeDt, using Eq.~18!, and to update interface nod
fluid volumes or saturations using

Vi ut1Dt5Vi ut1DT(
J

Qi,IJ , ~23!

whereVi is the volume of invading fluid in nodeI.
~v! The injected fluid pressure is incremented and

above procedure is repeated for the next time step

This algorithm has not been optimized for computatio
efficiency. For example, to simulate one gas flood to
roughly three to four days on a Silicon Graphics Indigo M
chine. Up to 95% of the computation is spent in the press
solver and to get convergence of the order of 10 000 ite
tions are required. Clearly to proceed to larger grids a
higher dimensions significant effort has to be expended
improve the algorithm’s efficiency.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The network simulator was validated by comparing sim
lated fluid recoveries with those measured in the glass
cromodel displacement experiments reported by O” ren, Bil-
liote, and Pinczewski@11# ~water-wet systems! and O” ren and
Pinczewski@13# ~oil-wet systems!. These experiments con
sisted of a number of quasistatic tertiary immiscible g
floods~three-phase displacements! to recover water-flood re
sidual oil under both oil-wet and water-wet conditions.
complete description of the experiments, the glass mic
model, and the fluids used is given by O” ren and co-workers
@11–13#. In what follows we use this information to specif
the fluid and network parameters for the simulations.

The parameters used for our numerical simulations m
icked the experimental situation. The viscosities of the
and water were 1.4 and 1.0 cP, respectively. The viscosit
the gas~air! was much lower and for the purpose of th
simulations the gas is considered to be inviscid. The inte
cial tensions for the positive and negative spreading syst
are given in Table I. The three-phase contact angle for
water-wet, negative spreading system is estimated to beu12
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552°, while for the oil-wet, negative spreading system it
estimated to beu12589°.

The glass micromodel used in the experiments consis
of approximately 4600 intersecting capillaries on a 50350
square grid at 45° to the flow direction from the inlet to t
outlet. The capillaries were approximately eye shaped
cross section, having a depthd of approximately 150mm.
For the purpose of the simulations, the depth is considere
be constant. The length of the throats or links was assum
to be constant withl 5500mm. There was a slight differenc
in pore/throat sizes between water-wet and oil-wet displa
ments. For the water-wet displacements the width of the p
bodies or nodes was chosen randomly from a uniform dis
bution ~xbP@300mm, 400mm#!. The width of the links was
randomly selected from a uniform distribution~xt
P@100mm, 140 mm#!. For the oil-wet displacements th
width of the nodes was chosen randomly from a unifo
distribution~xbP@350mm, 450mm#!, while the width of the
links was randomly selected from a uniform distribution~xt
P@160mm, 240mm#!. In addition, for the oil-wet displace
ments, throat widths in the capillary barrier at the outlet we
made very narrow~'100mm! to prevent early breakthroug
in the initial water-flood drainage. The effect of differe
pore geometries, i.e., sharper or rounder corners, has
been investigated in detail here, but one would expect
these effects could significantly alter recoveries.

The initial distribution of oil and water was established
simulating a low rate two-phase imbibition displacement
the water-wet systems and a low rate two-phase drain
displacement for the oil-wet systems. This was done us
two-phase versions of the three-phase model which inclu
flow through wetting films. Since the gas is considered to
inviscid, the pressure in the gas is everywhere constant
the procedure outlined in the preceding section for calcu
ing fluid pressures is somewhat simplified since it is on
necessary to solve for two of the three fluid pressures.

We first compare our numerical simulation results w
the experimental displacements. The computed and exp
mentally determined oil and water recoveries for the terti
gas displacements are compared in Table III for both
water-wet and oil-wet systems. Considering the necessa
approximate nature of the estimates for the model input
rameters and the necessity to establish the initial conditi
by a two-phase network simulation, the agreement betw
the experiments and the computations is encouraging.
though the computed recoveries are the average of only
realizations, the comparison clearly shows that the thr
phase network simulator faithfully reproduces all the expe
mentally observed characteristics of the three-phase displ
ments and correctly predicts the important role of film flo
on the recovery of water-flood residual oil.

Table III shows that the highest oil recoveries are o
tained for the oil-wet systems~approximately 85%!. The uni-
formly high oil recoveries are the result of flow through co
tinuous oil-wetting films which are present throughout t
entire porous medium in both the positive and negative s
tems. This result is different to that for the water-wet syste
where the absence of oil spreading films for the nega
system results in a significantly lower oil recovery~approxi-
mately 14%! than for the corresponding positive system~ap-
proximately 40%!. The large difference in oil recovery fo
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TABLE III. Comparison between computed and experimental three-phase displacements. Compu
sults are averaged over ten independent realizations. The errors are61 standard deviation. Note experiment
results are for only one flood each, but O” ren and co-workers@11,13# believe these are quite reproducible.

Water-wet, negative spreading system Computed Experimental

Water-flood residual oil saturation 6066 62
as a percentage of lattice volume

Oil recovered by tertiary gas flood 1467 18
as a percentage of initial residual

Water recovered by tertiary gas flood 68612 72
as a percentage of initial residual

Water-wet, positive spreading system Computed Experimental

Water-flood residual saturation 6066 62
as a percentage of lattice volume

Oil recovered by tertiary gas flood 41612 40
as a percentage of initial residual

Water recovered by tertiary gas flood 61612 69
as a percentage of initial residual

Oil-wet, positive spreading system Computed Experimental

Water-flood residual saturation 4062 42
as a percentage of lattice volume

Oil recovered by tertiary gas flood 8561 74
as a percentage of initial residual

Water recovered by tertiary gas flood 6264 60
as a percentage of initial residual

Oil-wet, negative spreading system Computed Experimental

Water-flood residual oil saturation 4062 41
as a percentage of lattice volume

Oil recovered by tertiary gas flood 8462 84
as a percentage of initial residual

Water recovered by tertiary gas flood 6164 62
as a percentage of initial residual
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the positive and negative systems under water-wet condit
is primarily due to the role played by intermediate-flu
spreading films in reconnecting the intermediate fluid
positive systems. Water-wetting films play a similar role
oil-wetting films and water recoveries for the water-wet d
placements are uniformly high and of similar magnitude
the oil recoveries for the oil-wet systems.

The important role played by topological effects in det
mining intermediate fluid recovery is illustrated by compa
ing the tertiary recoveries for the intermediate fluid given
Table III. Topological effects depend on phase saturati
and determine the bulk connectivity and the ease with wh
the intermediate fluid may be reconnected. For the oil-w
negative system the intermediate-fluid~water! saturation is
high ~60%! and water is initially present as one dense clus
which spans the entire network. Displacement and recon
tion of intermediate fluid is then relatively easy and its
covery is high~61%!. In contrast, for the water-wet, negativ
system the intermediate fluid~oil! saturation is low and oil is
present as disconnected clusters. Intermediate fluid is th
fore difficult to reconnect and its recovery is low~14%!.

The computations confirm the experimental observati
that high oil recoveries in tertiary gas displacements are
ns
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sociated with the presence of oil films~wetting or spreading
films!. Although the computed conductivities for both th
wetting and spreading films are only of the order of 1%
the corresponding values for a fully saturated link, fluid flo
through these films is clearly important in determining flu
recovery in the micromodel displacements.

Overall behavior. Water-wet systems.Figure 4 shows the
computed progress of a tertiary gas flood for the case o
negative spreading system while Fig. 5 shows the co
sponding case for the positive spreading system. The in
oil saturation was 63% for both simulations. Although t
initial conditions were identical, the progress of the thre
phase displacements and the fluid recoveries for the
cases are clearly different.

For the negative spreading system, there is initially lit
difference in the preference between gas-oil-water~double
drainage! and gas-water~direct two-phase displacement! dis-
placements. As a result, the injected gas readily bypa
water-flood residual oil. Water in the neighborhood of t
bypassed oil becomes more difficult to displace because
viously water filled pores are now occupied by gas, wh
blocks high conductivity water paths. The loss of high co
ductivity water paths increases the water pressure and m
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it more difficult for gas to displace the bypassed oil by
double drainage displacement. This, in turn, makes di
gas-water displacements ahead of the isolated oil the
ferred displacement mechanism. The overall effects ar
low oil recovery~19%! and a high water recovery~80%!.

For the positive spreading system, oil spreading films
connect all the oil contacted by gas. This greatly increase
connectivity as well as the number of accessible oil-wa
interfaces for the second drainage event. This increased
cessibility tends to make double-drainage displacements
preferred displacement mechanism. Furthermore, displa
oil at the head of the gas front may flow through spread
films to advance an oil-water interface behind the front.
initially bypassed by the gas may thus be reconnected
potentially recovered at a later stage in the flood. As a res
oil recovery increases to 46% compared to only 19% for
negative spreading system where the absence of oil fi
leaves bypassed oil disconnected and therefore trapped

Oil-wet systems.The simulation results for the oil-we
positive and negative spreading systems were similar
both systems the preferred displacement is a direct ga
displacement, since this event has the lowest threshold
illary pressure. However, because the oil saturation is
~40%! and the fact that the oil is present as a few isola
clusters surrounded by water, the most frequent displacem
is a gas-water-oil double displacement.

Figure 6 shows the computed progress of the tertiary
flood for the oil-wet, positive spreading system. The progr
for the negative spreading system was similar. Initially g
contacts water and begins to invade the water cluster, re
ing in water recovery at the outlet. The advance of the
vading gas front is quite uniform, with no dominant finge

FIG. 4. Computed progress of a three-phase displacemen
the water-wet negative spreading system~initial oil 63%, oil recov-
ery 19%, water recovery 80%; gas in thick lines, oil in thinner lin
and water in white!. In this figure, and the following three, th
progress of the gas flood is from left to right and top to bottom
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developing. This is due to two factors. First, since the wa
cluster is dense and continuous, there are many paths
water to escape to the outlet and water is rarely trapp
Secondly, the presence of isolated oil clusters serves
barrier to gas fingers forming. As soon as gas contacts o
tends to invade the oil cluster completely before reinvad
water. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 6. As a result, b
water and oil recoveries are high at 62% and 83%, resp
tively.

Finally, we consider how fluid recoveries depend on t
initial conditions~i.e., the conditions after the water flood!.
For the water-wet systems we reduced the initial water-flo
oil saturation to 50%~compared with 60% from before!. Al-
though the water recoveries remained largely unchan
~'70%!, the reduction in initial oil saturation results in
reduction in oil recovery from 19% to 2% for the negativ
spreading system and from 46% to 28% for the posit
spreading system. Again, flow through oil films allows
relatively high oil recovery for the positive spreading com
pared to that for the negative spreading system.

In the oil-wet system we increased the initial water-flo
oil saturation to 65%. To achieve this we increased the wi
of the throats in the capillary barrier, thus permitting mu
earlier breakthrough than before. The water structure
results~see Fig. 7! is much less dense and very few wat
paths exist which completely span the lattice. Therefore,
now observe severe fingering of gas through water, lead
to a lot of trapping of the water. As before, when gas me
an oil cluster, it completely invades the cluster before p
ceeding to invade water. The overall effect of this is a mu
lower water recovery~12%!, compared to approximately
60% from before, but a similar oil recovery~86%!.

The saturation trajectories for the displacements show

FIG. 5. Computed progress of a three-phase displacemen
the water-wet positive spreading system~initial oil 63%, oil recov-
ery 46%, water recovery 72%; gas in thick lines, oil in thinner line
and water in white!.
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Figs. 4–7 are plotted in Fig. 8. From these saturation tra
tories it is clear the wetting fluid is always preferably d
placed, i.e., trajectories run roughly parallel to the wett
fluid axis, for the majority of the displacement. This is esp
cially true for the trajectory corresponding to Fig. 7. In th
case almost all the displacement events are direct ga
displacements. In comparison the trajectory for Fig. 7 sho
significant water recovery at the end of the displaceme
This is due to the dense, well connected water structure

FIG. 6. Computed progress of a three-phase displacemen
the oil-wet positive spreading system~initial oil 40%, oil recovery
83%, water recovery 62%; gas in thick lines, water in thinner lin
and oil in white!.
c-

-

oil
s
t.
at

results from the initial water flood.
In Figs. 9~a!–9~d! we plot the scaled capillary pressure

a function of gas saturation, for the systems shown in F
4–7. The scaled capillary pressureP is defined asP
[Pcap/Pcap

direct. Here Pcap is the capillary pressure for an
event, andPcap

direct is the ~arithmetic! average direct displace
ment ~gas-wetting fluid! capillary pressure. The curves a
averages over the ten realizations. In Figs. 9~a!, 9~c!, and
9~d! we plot two capillary pressure curves, one for the dire

or

,

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 except for oil-wet negative system
different initial conditions~initial oil 65%, oil recovery 85%, water
recovery 12%; gas in thick lines, water in thinner lines, and oil
white!.
t-dashed
sponding
FIG. 8. Ternary diagram plotting saturation trajectories for the floods shown in Figs. 4–7. Dotted line corresponds to Fig. 4, do
line corresponds to Fig. 5, full line corresponds to Fig. 6, and dashed line corresponds to Fig. 7. Filled in circles are saturations corre
to snapshots in Figs. 4–7.
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displacement events and the second for the double disp
ment events. In Fig. 9~b! all displacements~either direct or
double displacement! are gas-oil-water displacements. A
such the interfacial tensions for these events are the sa
i.e., sgo1sow , and so only one curve is plotted. The curv

FIG. 9. Scaled capillary pressure,P[Pcap/Pcap
direct versus gas

saturation. Curves are averages over ten realizations.~a! Water-wet
negative system,~b! water-wet positive system,~c! oil-wet positive
system,~b! oil-wet negative system, but with initial oil saturation o
approximately 60%. Full line is for direct displacement capilla
pressure and dashed line is for double displacement capillary p
sure. See text for further explanations.
ce-

e,

show a gradual increase, on increasing gas saturation. Fin
in Fig. 10 we plot, for comparison, the capillary pressu
curve corresponding to the flood shown in Fig. 6. The top
of points is the double-drainage capillary pressures, while
bottom set of points is direct displacement capillary pr
sures. There are some interesting observations to be m
The points do not occur uniformly with saturation but rath
in clumps. This corresponds to our observation that gas se
out oil clusters~low capillary pressure!, and completely in-
vades that cluster before it is forced to invade water~high
capillary pressure!. As well in each oil group there is a gen
eral increase in capillary pressure, as gas saturation
creases. This corresponds again to gas seeking out the la
throats first. At the end of the flood we see the capilla
pressure is large, corresponding to gas-oil-water displa
ments. This is in agreement with our saturation trajecto
which showed a large increase in water saturation at the
of the displacement.

The above results imply that recovery of the wetting flu
is independent of the initial conditions~saturation history!,
whereas the recovery of the intermediate fluid is stron
dependent on the initial conditions. These observations ar
agreement with the conclusions of Dria, Pope, and Se
hrhoori @29# and Oak@7,8#, who found, on the basis of rela
tive permeability measurements for three-phase displa
ments in actual reservoir rocks, that the relative permeab
of the intermediate fluid is strongly dependent on the int
mediate fluid saturation at the commencement of the tert
gas flood. The relative permeabilities of the other two pha
were largely insensitive to saturation history.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have put in place a numerical simulati
model to describe three-phase drainage dominated fluid
in strongly wet porous media. The model is based on
pore-scale mechanisms detailed by O” ren and co-workers
@11–13#. However, the double-drainage mechanism pre

s-
-drainage
FIG. 10. Scaled capillary pressure versus gas saturation for flood shown in Fig. 6. Upper set of points corresponds to double
displacements while lower set of points corresponds to direct drainage displacements.
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ously used by these authors to describe three-phase disp
ments may be simply viewed as a two-phase displaceme
which the defending fluid is not continuous to the outl
Continuity then requires that such displacements are ass
ated with a second drainage event~s! in which the defending
fluid for the first drainage event becomes the invading fl
for the second drainage events.

As for two-phase fluid flow, flow through wetting films i
corners or surface roughness is an important characterist
determining fluid recoveries. Furthermore, correctly tak
into account the high viscous pressure drops that occu
these films leads to multiple filling and emptying of pores.
our numerical model these pressure drops are calculate
solving the fluid flow equations, so that noad hocrules need
be introduced as in previous studies, e.g., O” ren and Pincze-
wski @14#. In contrast O” ren and Pinczewski@14# accounted
for pressure drops by ‘‘counting’’ path lengths to the out
and then multiplying by arbitrary factors, which had n
physical basis, to account for film flow or bulk flow. As suc
the algorithm presented here should be able to more a
rately predict experimental data because all pressure d
are accounted for accurately.

The results from our numerical model closely match
experimental results of O” ren and Pinczewski. Furthermor
the model shows that the displacement behavior of the in
mediate fluid is strongly dependent on the saturation his
,

o

n-

er

l.

.

ce-
in
.
ci-

d

in

in

by

t

u-
ps

e

r-
ry

of the displacement. This observation is in qualitative agr
ment with previous three-phase relative permeability m
surements in actual porous media. It is clear, however,
the effect of dimensionality will be quite pronounced. F
example, trapping of nonwetting fluid clusters occurs qu
commonly in two dimensions~2D! while in 3D this is much
rarer. This clearly will have quite significant effects on th
relative permeability curves. In future work we hope to e
tend our model to three dimensions so that realistic rela
permeability and capillary pressure curves may be de
mined and compared with actual reservoir rocks. Finally
note that we have considered only spatially uniform wet
bility conditions, i.e., water wet or oil wet throughout th
network. Indeed many physical systems may have mi
wettability conditions, i.e., local wettability correlated wit
fluid type. This situation, although more difficult to model,
clearly important and is another area for future study.
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